
HOTEL MANAGEMENT
The National Council of Hotel Management and Catering Technology (NCHMCT) Joint Entrance Exam (JEE) examines your ability and readiness for the exciting
and dynamic �eld of the hospitality and service industry and preparing for it requires consistent study with strong determination. Getting a commendable score in
the NCHMCT JEE can land you up in some of the best hotel management colleges of India but preparing for it can be a challenging task. Here are a few tips and
tricks we’ve compiled for you which can help you prepare well for the NCHMCT JEE:
 

NCHMCT JEE 2021 Preparation Tips:
1. Create a Time-Table: A proper timetable helps to set a clear action goal for the exam. Time table should be created in such a manner that you have allocated
enough time for each subject. Set weekly targets and try to �nish them in the set time frame. Be punctual with a study plan and follow routine regularly. Having a
good schedule reduces your constant planning time and helps you focus on your studies instead of wasting time.
 
2. Read Newspaper Daily: Candidates should start reading at least 2-3 newspapers daily 1 year prior to the exam. This will not only help candidates to update their
general knowledge & current affair but will also improve vocabulary and increases reading comprehension skills.
 
3. Revise Regularly: Regular revision is a must while preparing for NCHMCT JEE. Revision of all important/ hard topics as well as the easy topics is necessary. The
numerical ability & reasoning section of the exam requires a good amount of practice. Regular revision helps in memorizing all the studied topics till the last date of
the exam.
 
4. Solve Previous Year Papers & Mock Papers: Solving previous year papers helps in determining NCHMCT 2021 JEE exam pattern, dif�culty level, and important
topics related to the exam. While solving mock papers helps in increasing the speed & accuracy of solving questions of the exam. Try solving mock papers in a
realistic & time-bound environment to analyze your performance.
 
5. Aptitude for Service Selection: Aptitude for service selection is one of the dif�cult sections among all the sections in the NCHMCT JEE exam. Questions asked in
this section are based on hospitality sectors. To possess good knowledge of this sector candidate should start reading travel & tourism-related books such as
Outlook Traveller, Go Now, and Destination India.
 
6. Have Good Study Material: Having a good set of study material is always helpful while preparing for NCHMCT JEE comprise which comprises 5 sections.
Candidates should prepare from the best books available in the market. Students must also check the study materials available on the Internet for better
preparations.
 
7. Practice Mock Test: There are numerous various mock test available on the Internet. Candidates should also practice from mock tests while preparing from
books. It will help you to manage your time for each section and get a better knowledge of exam patterns. Through the mock tests, candidates can also analyze
their performance.
 
8. Maintain Health: While preparing for exams, candidates should also take of their health. Better health can help for better preparations. Candidates should do
yoga or exercise to keep themselves active. Take a nutritious diet during the preparation and avoid alcohol & junk food. Take proper sleep of a minimum of seven
to eight hours per day.
 
9. Keep Yourself Motivated: Motivation is the key-driven force behind any success. Meditation is an age-old technique to improve your concentration level. It
brings a state of self-belief which ameliorates the con�dence level in you. To crack any entrance, you need a high amount of determination and an optimistic
approach. So, stay motivate.
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